We study the effects of spin degrees of freedom and wave function symmetries on double ionization in three-electron systems. Each electron is assigned one spatial degree of freedom, and the resulting three-dimensional Schrödinger equation is integrated numerically using grid-based Fourier transforms. We reveal 3-electron effects on the yield of double ionization by comparing signals for different ionization channels. We explain our findings by the existence of fundamental differences between 3-electronic and truly 2-electronic spin-resolved ionization schemes and by influence of the 3rd electron Coulomb interactions. We find, for instance, that double ionization from a threeelectron system is dominated by electrons that have the same spin. If they have opposite spins, then the order of the event, first spin up and then spin down, or the reverse, can be determined by correlations with the third electron.
I. INTRODUCTION
Approaching the attosecond time scale in experiments allows one to provide measurements with a temporal resolution of the same order as characteristic atomic times and thus to gain insight into internal atomic dynamics. Imprints of the latter manifest themselves on the femtosecond scale, a range that is now broadly accessible by high-power femtosecond lasers. The improvement in experimental techniques encourages one to develop new and refine existing theoretical tools in a way that will advance our understanding of processes and correlations inside atoms and molecules that take place under strong electromagnetic field irradiation. That task remains at the focus of current strong-field physics.
Correlations between electrons in atoms and molecules and their interaction with femtosecond pulses have been studied extensively [1] [2] [3] . The range and methods of these studies depended on how an electronic correlation was understood by researchers. For example, a theoretical definition of an electronic correlation was introduced in [4, 5] , but its correspondence with experimentally measurable quantities stays unclear. On the other hand, there are many experimentally accessible signatures of correlations. In the context of multiple ionization these are a characteristic "knee" in the field amplitude dependent double ionization yield [6, 7] and the shape of twoelectron momentum distributions [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The former was explained by the presence of two double ionization channels: sequential double ionization (SDI), when electrons are released without experiencing a dynamical interaction, and non-sequential double ionization (NSDI), for which electronic interactions play a decisive role, for example by means of an electron-parent-ion recollision process [14] [15] [16] [17] . In the electron momenta distribution, the pronounced "fingerlike" structure originates in Coulomb * dmitry.efimov@uj.edu.pl correlations [18] [19] [20] [21] . Additionally, angular distributions of electronic momenta possess a correlation fingerprints as well [22] . All these observations are nicely reviewed in [23, 24] . Momentum distributions also allow one to test how electronic correlations affect the delay between two electron ionization times [25, 26] . Finally, multielectronic correlations can manifest themselves in High Harmonic Generation (HHG) [27] [28] [29] [30] and affect sub-barrier strong-field tunneling times [31] . For instance, Coloumb correlations prevent simultaneous rescattering of ionizing electrons from the ion they left behind, thus shifting the second plateau cutoff position of high harmonic spectra [32] .
From a theoretical point of view, correlations of electrons within a system may be revealed by an examination of subsystem dynamics. For example, in [31, 33] multielectron correlations are considered to affect the singleelectron ionization and HHG. The latter can also experience simultaneous rescattering on mixed neutral and excited states [34, 35] . Chattopadhyay and Madsen [36] consider a two-electron correlation effect on a single ionization of diatomic molecules.
A minimal system in which to search for possible effects from a third active electrons on double ionization has just three electrons, such as Li. An early seminal study of Li atom ionization demonstrated the importance of a proper inclusion of the novel aspect for three electrons -the necessity to carefully take into account the electron spin [37] . This is to be contrasted with standard two-active electrons treatments that implicitly assume a spatially symmetric wave function (corresponding to antisymmetric spins configuration). While [37] considered ionization of lithium with few large frequency photons, the progress in numerical methods allows us nowadays to treat three active electrons at optical frequencies [38] , though within a reduced dimensionality model.
In the present paper we employ our three-active electrons model [38] to study effects of three-electron correlations on the double ionization process. In the pure 3-electron atom, Li, the three electrons are not symmet-ric, since there is a single weakly bound p electron and two strongly bound 1s 2 electrons. In order to identify the effects of correlations, it is better to consider atoms with three equivalent electrons like nitrogen, phosphorous or arsenic (with three p electrons in the outer shell) or to some extend boron, aluminum (with ns 2 np 1 electrons forming the outer shell). Even this is highly difficult as a real multiphoton regime would require going to very low frequencies. To stay with standard optical frequencies, say ω = 0.06a.u. which corresponds to about 760nm wavelength of laser irradiation, we consider instead an artificial 3-electron atom with single, double and triple ionization thresholds corresponding to Ne. This choice is suggested by the fact that the ratio of thresholds for Ne (say single to double ionization) are similar to that of N or P. Thus there is hope that a simple rescaling of frequencies allows us to obtain experimentally relevant predictions. To be closer to experiments, we here simulate ionization dynamics under the influence of experimentally achievable 5-cycles-long laser pulses, rather than the very short 2-cycle pulse we considered previously [38] .
The paper is organized as follows. First we describe in section II models of two-and tree-electron atoms we use, underlining physical differences between them that can not be eliminated under any manipulation with models. We then discuss in section III the different ionization processes in the presence of spin degree of freedom. In section IV we show how such differences manifest themselves in the output of atomic ionization simulations. We continue with a short discussion of Coulomb correlation effects in section V and close with a summary and conclusions in section VI . Atomic units are used throughout this paper unless stated otherwise.
II. MODELS OF ATOMS
A numerical calculation of the dynamics of three electrons in three-dimensional space is still beyond the reach of todays numerical capacities. We therefore introduce models where each electron is restricted to move along one-dimensional track so that the dimensionality of position space does not exceed three.
a. Three-active electrons model. In this model, the motion of each of electrons is restricted to a onedimensional line, forming (i) an angle of π/6 between each other and (ii) an angle γ (tan γ = 2/3) with the electric field polarization direction. The axes are identified on the basis of an adiabatic analysis that assumes that the ionization process is most effective along the lines defined by the saddles of the potential energy in the presence of the instantaneous static electric field [39] . These saddles can be considered as transition states leading to efficient channels for ionization. What is more, as the field amplitude changes during the pulse these saddles move along lines inclined at constant angles with respect to field polarization axis and to each other in a fixed configuration, independent of field strength [39] . Those lines are then taken as tracks to which each electrons' motion is confined. The Hamiltonian of three-electron system in the discussed geometry then reads
with
where r i and p i correspond to the i-th electron's coordinate and momentum, respectively, 2 is a parameter softening the Coulomb singularity and F (t) = −∂A/∂t denotes time dependent field with the vector potential
Here, the pulse length T p = 2πn c /ω 0 is taken to be a multiple of the number of cycles n c . The corresponding ionization energies are presented in Fig. 1 -the softening parameter is chosen to give a ground state energy equal to the triple ionization potential of Ne, i.e. 2 = 0.83 so that I p = 4.63. Time-dependent Schröodinger equation is solved on a spatial grid with the use of split operator technique and Fast Fourier transform with algorithms described in details elsewhere [38, 40] . :The largest grid used, having 2048 points in each direction, required about a week of 192 cores for 5-cycles pulse evaluation. The initial state was found by imaginary time propagation in an appropriate symmetry subspace for much smaller grid involving, typically, 512 points in each direction.
b. Two-active electrons model. To build the twoactive electrons model consistent with the three-active electrons model discussed above we follow the method described in [40] , i.e. restrict the electronic motion to one-dimensional tracks inclined at constant angle with respect to the polarization axis. In order to connect the three-and two-dimensional models, we need a compromise in the choice of tracks: in the two-electron case, the field axis lies in the plane spanned by the electrons [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In the three electron case, the planes spanned by two of the axes do not contain the field axis and maintain some angle to it. To account for this modification, we change the value of the angle between the field polarization axis and the electronic tracks -in the following we keep it the same as in (1) . Thus, the electric field operator prefactor is 2/3 instead of a standard one cos(π/6) = √ 3/2 and the Hamiltonian reads
where Z is a nuclear charge, set either as Z = 2 (Ne atom) or Z = 3 (Ne + ion). Two dimensional calculations have been performed on 8192 points grid corresponding to 800 a.u. per direction with initial state found on a smaller grid of 1024 points.
c. Three-electron ground state wave function. In a model atom with 3 active electrons one has to take care about spin degrees of freedom [37] . For two-active electrons models it is typically assumed that electrons have opposite spins, and the spatial part of the ground state wave function is symmetric with respect to an exchange of particles. Now, when the third electron comes into play it is impossible to construct a wave function in a way that leaves its spatial part symmetric with respect to exchange of each pair of particles. For the sake of satisfying Pauli's exclusion principle the general form of electronic wave function can be written as [37] :
where α(i) and β(i) denote spin functions corresponding to spin-up and spin-down states, respectively. The spatial functions ψ ij (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , t) are antisymmetric in the (r i , r j ) plane and symmetric with respect to the third electron.
The Hamiltonian (1) commutes with the electron exchange operators and, thus, the symmetry of the wave function is preserved during the time evolution. As a consequence, one can treat the evolution of each wave function ψ ij independently from the other terms. Importantly, it is sufficient to evolve only one of the ψ ij 's -results for the remaining two are found by simple permutations of the coordinates [37] .
III. SPIN AND IONIZATION PROCESSES
As the choice of ψ ij is arbitrary, we do not have to identify the electrons and can, without loss of generality, refer to the situation we consider as one with two spin-up (U) and one spin-down (D) electron. The spatial wave function is antisymmetric in the UU plane and symmetric in all other planes. The three-electron algorithm allows one to resolve ionization channels in respect to number, sequence and spin of ionized electrons (see the details in [38] ). To find the ground state wave function we employ the imaginary-time evolution starting from a function with required symmetry.
In the system considered several ionization scenarios are possible: a purely sequential triple ionization -electrons leave the atom one after another in an uncorrelated manner, a purely non-sequential triple ionization -all electrons leave the atom simultaneously in a correlated manner, and other possibilities which fall in between these two extremes. In the following we will focus primarily on double ionization events, thus triple direct ionization is not discussed at all. Discussion of the triple ionization as described within our three-active electrons model can be found elsewhere [38] .
Whichever path is chosen, if the last step is a single ionization of a doubly charged ion, spin dynamics does not play any role in the escape of the very last electron. So the one-electron ionization potential of the doubly charged ion is independent of the remaining electron's spin. It leads necessarily to an equality of double ionization (DI) potentials for all possible spin configurations of first two electrons, i.e. (DU), (UD) and (UU). Here (DU) denotes that the first of the escaping electrons has spin down (D) and the second has spin up (U), and similar for the other cases. These two electrons can escape either sequentially or simultaneously. Of course, for the simultaneous escape (DU) and (UD) configurations are indistinguishable. The value of the DI potential of 2.10 is simply the difference of the triple ionization potential of a Ne atom and the numerically obtained ground state energy of 2.53 of the Ne ++ ion, obtained for a single electron one dimensional system with the nuclear charge Z = 3 and the softening parameter 2 = 0.83 (see Fig. 1 ).
The value of the single electron ionization (SI) potential of an atom does depend, however, on the ionization channel. If the first ionizing electron is (U) then its release leads to the formation of a singly charged ion with a (UD) pair that is described by a spatially symmetric wave function (see scenario 1 in Fig. 1) . If the first ionizing electron is (D) then a (UU) pair is formed, with a spatially antisymmetric wave function (see scenario 2 in Fig. 1 ). SI potential is defined as the difference between the triple ionization potential of the atom and the double ionization potential of Ne + ion computed with the twoactive electron model for Z = 3 and 2 = 0.83 with the proper symmetry imposed onto the ground state. Now, our objective is to explore to what extent one may mimic the double ionization of a three-electron atom with the two-active electrons model. To that end, we consider two typical double ionization scenarios identified earlier in the three-active electrons model, i.e. scenario 1 and 2, and propose their counterparts in the twoactive electrons model, scenarios 3 and 4 -see Fig. 1 . Here it is assumed that the presence of a third electron is taken into account by two factors: by the nuclear charge Z = 2 and by considering spin degrees of freedom of the two-active electrons. The latter is deduced from the underlying ionization scenarios in the three-active electrons model. Namely, in scenario 1, a (U) electron is ionized first, followed by (U) or (D). Thus there are two possibilities, where either a (UU) or a (UD) pair is extracted in the double ionization event. In Scenario 2, by contrast, the first electron is the (D) electron, which leaves two equivalent U electrons for the second ionization step, so that the two-electron ionization always results in a (DU) pair. Note, that (UD) and (DU) pairs are indistinguishable in a two-electronic system. Each spin pair induces a wave function with a proper spatial symmetry -(UU) indicates a problem with an antisymmetric wave function, whereas (UD) and (DU) refer to a spatially symmetric wave function. Therefore we consider two different two-active electrons models, scenarios 3 and 4 in Fig. 1 , corresponding to (UU) and (UD) pairs. We will refer to them as the antisymmetric and symmetric models, respectively.
Keeping the softening parameter the same as in the three-electron problem would yield different DI potentials in symmetric and antisymmetric models, in contrast to the three-active electrons model (recall the energy difference between ground states of para-and ortho-helium [42, 45] , for instance). But since the value of the DI potential has a strong effect on the behavior of the twoand three-electron models, we intentionally keep it constant (2.10 a.u.). To achieve this we introduce different softening parameters for antisymmetric and symmetric models: It is important to note that SI potentials are different for different scenarios. In the three-active electrons model SI potential is either 0.39 (scenario 1, when (U) electron is first ionized) and 1.21 (scenario 2, when (D) electron is first ionized). This should not be a surprise, as the remaining single ion has either two electrons with opposite spins or two electrons with the same spins. Thus corresponding wave functions are spatially symmetric or antisymmetric, and may be related to the ground and the exited state of the single ion, respectively. There is a good correspondence between three-active and two-active electrons models, with respect to SI potentials, when it is assumed that the first two escaping electrons both have spin up -see scenarios 1 and 3 in Fig. 1 . In those two cases SI potentials are very close to each other (i.e. 0.39 and 0.35 in scenario 1 and 3, respectively). Note, that the antisymmetric model corresponds to one path realized in scenario 1, i.e. to (UU) only. The difficult part comes when one considers the first two escaping electrons having opposite spins. In such a case, two-electron model cannot distinguish between (UD) and (DU) channels, whereas three-active electrons model allows for the separation of them ((UD) is included in scenario 1, and (DU) -in scenario 2). Consequently, the SI potential in scenario 4 is different from the SI potential in the first and second scenario. Fortunately, its value lies approximately in the middle in between those of scenario 1 and scenario 2, and is equal to 0.72. From the quantum mechanical point of view, the symmetric model should be considered as promising. Scenarios 1 and 2 both include quantum trajectories that end in the same state, namely, double ion with (U) electron. One could expect an interference between the (UD) and (DU) paths. Such an interference is an intrinsic element of the symmetric model.
Any improvements of potential (4) by splitting, for example, the softening parameter into two, one corresponding to nuclear-electronic and the other to electronicelectronic interaction terms (like discussed in [32] ), for tuning SI potential values are not helpful. Such a manipulation cannot change symmetry properties of scenario 3 and scenario 4 that follow solely from their two-electron origin.
For the parameters used in our simulations, triple ionization yields are about 3 orders smaller in magnitude than those of double ionization, thus we can assume that the loss of electrons to triple ionization regions is negligible.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a. Preliminaries. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we show the results of simulations obtained within the three-active and two-active electrons models, respectively -single and double ionization yields are plotted as functions of the field amplitude. Note that respective ionization yields are split into various channels. To discern these channels we use a spatial criterion based on a division of space into regions corresponding to atom, single and double ions (and triple ions for the three-active electrons case), and calculating probability fluxes through boundaries between these regions. A detailed description of the method can be found elsewhere, i.e. the two-active [40, 41] and three-active [38] electrons models.
The spatial criterion allows one to distinguish between the simultaneous, instantaneous escape of electrons and time delayed processes. The former is called a recollision-impact ionization (RII), known also as an electron-impact ionization (EII) or a recollision induced direct ionization (REDI) [46] [47] [48] , whereas the latter includes a recollision excitation with a subsequent ionization (RESI) [23, [49] [50] [51] and the sequential double ionization (SDI). Therefore, the analyzed channels are denoted RII and SDI+RESI, respectively. Note that SDI yield is mixed together with RESI yield despite RESI being a physically non-sequential process. This property explains the existence of the "knee" in our SDI+RESI channels especially well visible in Fig. 3 , while for a truly sequential channel such a "knee" should not appear.
In the following we will compare results obtained with the use of three-active and two-active electrons models. Unfortunately, a direct comparison of ionization yields obtained within different models is not fruitful as models act in different restricted geometries. In such a case we may analyze instead slopes, trends and overall shape of the curves rather than the numerical values obtained. Whenever we compare different ionization channels within the same model we can additionally compare their magnitudes.
b.
Single ionization. First we analyze single ionization yields. In the three-active electrons model it is clearly seen that the magnitude of the SI signal depends on the spin of ionized electron (see SI (U) and SI (D) curves in Fig. 2 ). The SI (U) signal evidently dominates over SI (D). While two (U) electrons contribute to SI (U) yield (as compared to a single one for (D) yield) the origin of the observed large difference in yields can be traced to vastly different single ionization potentials in both cases. As seen from Fig. 1 , for the U electron I U = 0.39 while for the D electron I D = 1.21. This large difference is due to the fact that D-electron emission leaves the ion with two electrons with the same spin orientation, i.e. in a state with an antisymmetric spatial wave function, where the corresponding energy is much higher than the symmetric ground state of the ion. Using perturbative ideas one estimates that, for ω = 0.06, a U electron needs to absorb about 7 photons while the D electron needs as many as 21 photons! A second, less important process is the depletion of singly charged ions due to a subsequent ionization from an antisymmetric state -observe that after a maximum around F 0 = 0.1 the SI(D) signal remains well below 10 −2 in Fig. 2 . For the two-active electrons model (see Fig. 3 ), the SI signal in the antisymmetric case is clearly dominating the symmetric one. In the former case there are only (U) electrons, therefore its SI signal corresponds solely to the SI(U) channel in the three-active electrons model. In contrast, the SI channel in the symmetric model corresponds partially to the SI(U) and partially to the SI(D) channels of the three-active electrons model. Both the SI(U) signal of the three-active electrons model and the SI signal of the antisymmetric model exhibit an almost complete saturation of the yield in the range of field amplitudes considered, whereas the SI signal of the symmetric two-active electrons model shows the shape known from earlier studies of two-electron models (see for example [41, 52, 53] ).
c. Double ionization -SDI+RESI channel. An in- teresting observation within the discussed models is the fact that the three-active electrons model allows to distinguish between the process in which a (U) electron is ionized first followed by (D) electron from the process in which they ionize in revers order. The two processes are inherently indistinguishable in the two-active electrons model and are embedded in the symmetric model only. The remaining channel, i.e. (0-U-U), can be analyzed in both three-active and two-active electrons (antisymmetric) models. As evident from Fig. 2 , ionization yields for SDI+RESI (0-U-D) and (0-D-U) show different behavior. To some degree, this again reflects the different SI potentials for (U) and (D) electrons, while DI potentials are the same. For higher field amplitudes one needs to consider both SDI and RESI, whereas for lower amplitudes RESI dominates. Thus for higher fields, above F 0 = 0.1, it seems that the SDI process starts to become significant. Its first step, single ionization, is more effective in the (0-U-D) channel and, eventually, the SDI+RESI (0-U-D) signal clearly dominates over SDI+RESI (0-D-U) as the field amplitude increases -see Fig. 2 . On the other hand, one can argue that more efficient ionization of the first (U) electron should lead to its more efficient rescattering and a higher excitation of the parent ion and should finally result in higher RESI when compared to the channel with the (D) electron being ionized first. However, this reasoning fails to describe trends observed for both signals in the low field amplitude region. Below F = 0.1, the (0-D-U) signal is comparable with (0-U-D). It has been suggested that, at low fields, RESI involves doubly excited states [54] . If that were the case, then both channels would become equivalent as the doubly excited states, due to their energy, should decay similarly in both channels. Thus our results, while not providing a proof of the claims in [54] , at least are consistent with them. Now, both discussed SDI+RESI signals from the threeactive electrons model can be compared to SDI+RESI signals calculated within the symmetric two-active electrons model -compare SDI+RESI (0-U-D) and (0-D-U) from Fig. 2 with SDI+RESI[S] from Fig. 3 . Field dependencies of SDI+RESI signals differ between the models. First, for lower field amplitudes the SDI+RESI signal for three-active electrons becomes more noticeable than that for the symmetric two-electron model. Second, in general, the signal for the symmetric model grows more rapidly with field amplitude in comparison to the corresponding signal for the three-active electrons model (regardless the channel). Such a behavior becomes even more pronounced when field amplitudes larger than F 0 = 0.2 are analyzed -in the case of the symmetric model the signal grows very quickly above F 0 ≈ 0.2, whereas for three-active electrons such an increase is not observed until the field amplitudes exceeds F 0 = 0.3, and then for the SDI+RESI (0-U-D) channel only.
The observed feature can be explained as follows. For higher field amplitudes (F 0 > 0.2) where SDI is an important ingredient of the SDI+RESI signal in the twoactive electrons model, the second step of the process, i.e. ionization of the second electron, requires less energy and thus is more efficient (see Fig. 1 -scenario 1 and scenario 4). In the low amplitude region, however, processes that involve electron-electron interactions are more important thus the signal for the three-active electrons model becomes detectable for lower F 0 's. We test that observation in section V more explicitly.
Next, we compare SDI+RESI (0-U-D) and SDI+RESI (0-U-U) signals in the three-active electrons model -see Fig. 2 : both channels correspond to the same scenario 1 in Fig. 1 , but their yields are slightly different, especially for small field amplitudes. This difference seems to be related to the shake-excitation property of SDI component [45] : single ionization of a symmetric system leaves an ion in a higher excited state than for an antisymmetric system. For considerably larger fields this shake-excitation mechanism becomes less pronounced as the ionization of the second electrons becomes easier.
The same two channels may be compared in the twoactive electrons model, i.e. SDI+RESI symmetric -corresponds to SDI+RESI (0-U-D), and SDI+RESI antisymmetric to SDI+RESI (0-U-U). As can be seen in Fig. 3 , the SDI+RESI[S] and SDI+RESI[A] curves are very different for field amplitudes larger than 0.1. From the energy diagram in Fig. 1 it is apparent that the ionization of the second electron in the antisymmetric case requires more energy and thus it is less efficient. Addi-tionally, the higher cross section for rescattering in the symmetric model results in the higher SDI+RESI signal as compared to the antisymmetric model. It is a reflection of the fact that the correlated escape is suppressed when the two-electron system starts from the state with spatially antisymmetric wave function [42] .
Finally, from comparison of SDI+RESI (0-U-U) in the three-active electrons model and SDI+RESI in antisymmetric model we conclude that both signals have similar shapes. However, in the case of the three-active electrons model noticeable values are obtained for smaller F 0 , as discussed earlier.
d. Double ionization -RII channel. Let us now turn to direct electron escapes. Regardless of the chosen model, RII signal for electrons escaping with opposite spins, i.e. the channel (0-DU), is always significantly larger than for electrons escaping with the same spin, i.e. the channel (0-UU) -compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . In the case of two-active electrons model it is an expected result due to selection rules for the transition to the appropriate outgoing two-electron state, i.e. electrons with correlated momenta [42] . Here we should also mention that the curve RII (DU) in Fig. 2 accounts for both the corresponding ionization channels involving (U) electron, i.e. (DU) and (UD).
The case of the three-active electrons model requires, however, a bit more attention. Comparison of RII and SDI+RESI signals shows that the signal in the RII (0-DU) dominates other double ionization signals for amplitudes up to F 0 ≈ 0.15. Just below F 0 = 0.2 SDI+RESI (0-U-D) becomes comparable with RII (0-DU) and for amplitudes F 0 > 0.3 exceeds it, i.e. SDI becomes the dominant mechanism for double ionization. Also SDI+RESI (0-U-U) is greater than RII (0-DU) in that range of field amplitudes. On the contrary, the RII (0-UU) is negligible when compared with other signals -this is again a manifestation of the suppression of a correlated escape due to the symmetry of the initial wave function. Only for large field amplitudes does RII (0-UU) become comparable with SDI+RESI (0-D-U).
In general, the difference between RII and RESI channels is that double ionization in RII is localized in a small region near the origin of coordinates in our multielectron space, while RESI is not. The wave function for the antisymmetric configuration (ψ(r i , r j ) = −ψ(r j , r i )) corresponding to (0-UU) channel has a nodal line along r i = r j that is close to the direction of the correlated electronic escape during RII. This causes low probability of RII (0-UU) in comparison to that of RESI and RII (0-DU). Another factor explaining high efficiency of (0-DU) channel is the unusually small value of 0.89 for the second electron ionization potential versus the single ionization potential I = 1.21 in scenario 2: the rescattering electron has a high chance to directly ionize the parent ion rather than excite it. Such a property can be attributed to 3-electron configuration, because of spin degrees of freedom (see the discussion on ionization scenarios in Sec. III), as the second electron ionization potential can never be smaller than the single ionization potential in any 2-electron model.
Comparing models with three-active electrons and with two active electrons, in particular the ratio of (0-DU) [S] and (0-UU)[A], we conclude that RII signals show similar trends with increasing F 0 . Here, similarly to the SDI+RESI signals, the RII signal starts a bit earlier with three-active electrons than with two-active electrons.
e. Double ionization -final remarks. Finally let us compare the total double ionization signal for the analyzed models -see Fig. 4 . Apparently, the "knee" starts earlier in the three-active electrons model than in the two two-active electrons models. Furthermore, full DI signals in the three-active electrons model and the antisymmetric model are roughly parallel to each other, whereas full DI signal for the symmetric model evidently grows much faster. This suggests that the antisymmetric model provides a more faithful representation of double ionization in correlated three-electron systems, and that it should be used for simulations.
From the previous analysis and the inspection of Fig. 2 we conclude, that for small field amplitudes in the threeactive electrons model the dominating channel is RII (0-DU), the next two important ingredients are signals from SDI+RESI: (0-U-D) and (0-D-U), then there is SDI+RESI (0-U-U) and the least important is RII (0-UU). The dominance of RII (0-UD) channel was to be expected, because for these field amplitudes the correlated escapes are the primary paths for ionization. The RII (0-UU) channel is negligible, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Similarly, one could expect that the RESI component in the SDI+RESI channels will also be significant. However, the similarity of signals in SDI+RESI (0-D-U) and (0-U-D) channels is unexpected and is not supported by an examination of the energy diagram in Fig. 1 . It could be a consequence of importance of the ionization path going via doubly excited states in the RESI channel in low fields [54] . Finally, an overall enhancement of the double ionization signal for low field amplitudes in the three-active electrons model may be attributed to electron-electron Coulomb interactions that make rescattering cross section of the returning electron larger; for double ionization/excitation the third electron serves like a catalyst in the small field regime. Such mechanism is analogous to that responsible to a formation of "knee" as discussed by Szymanowski et al. [55] . We test the Coulomb correlations effect in the next section to prove our point.
V. PROBING COULOMB CORRELATION EFFECT
In order to test the influence of electron-electron interactions on double ionization, Szymanowski et al. [55] ran simulations of two-electron atom ionization with reduced electron-electron correlation term. They observed drifting of the knee to higher field intensity regions as electron-electron interaction was weakened. Eventually, for negligible value of electron-electron interactions, the full double ionization signal merged with the expected sequential double ionization signal -pinpointing that the Coulomb interactions are responsible for the appearance of the "knee" in the ionization yield.
Following this line of analysis we probe the influence of three-electron Coulomb correlations on double ionization. We run simulations with reduced Coulomb interaction terms in the potential. The strategy is to artificially eliminate interactions of one of the electrons with the other two, leaving just one pair of interactions dominant. This way the three-active electrons model is reduced to an effective two-active electrons model. The enhancement of the knee for small fields observed in the threeactive electrons model should disappear.
As the most interesting double ionization channels involve a (D) electron, it would be desirable to eliminate one of the (U) electrons. But then the resulting Hamiltonian will not commute with the system symmetry operator, making simulations impossible. Thus, we instead the eliminate (D) electron and conserve the system symmetry by modifying the potential as follows:
where C < 1 is an arbitrary effective charge used for artificially decreasing inter-electronic interactions; electrons 1 and 2 correspond to (U) and electron 3 is (D). We choose C = 0.1 for our simulations, and results are shown in Fig. 5 . During transition from the model (2) to (6), we keep the number of photons needed for single ionization the same, i.e. 0.39/0.06 = 6.5. The reduced three-active electrons model has triple ionization potential 5.84, third electron ionization potential is 2.53 and single (U) ionization potential 0.84; thus the field frequency is taken to be 0.129. Corresponding two-active electrons antisymmetric (UU) model has the same double ionization potential 3.31 as that of the three-active electrons model; its single ionization potential is 0.45 and thus the field frequency is taken to be 0.077. For C = 0.1 we do not cover the same range of field amplitudes since double ionization yield drops below 10 −8 for F 0 < 0.1.
In Fig. 5 , we compare results for the case with full electron-electron interaction [C = 1, panel (a)] and with the case of reduced interactions between (D) electron and the other two [C = 0.1, panel (b)]. For the case of C = 1 double ionization in U U channels becomes noticeable at field amplitudes 0.05 and larger, whereas for the case of reduced interaction comparable ionization yield is obtained only if field amplitude is larger than 0.1. The overall ionization yield curve is shifted to the region of larger field amplitudes. Such a result suggests that the interaction with the third electron indeed enhances dou-ble ionization at low amplitudes.
We expect a similar influence of the remaining (U) electron on the double ionization in the SDI+RESI (0-D-U) and (0-U-D) channels. It seems that this interaction is dominant for low field amplitudes and therefore it can also be partially responsible for the same order of signals in the (0-D-U) and (0-U-D) channels.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied double ionization of three-electron atom within a simplified three-active electrons model. We have compared single and double ionization yields with those obtained with the use of judiciously chosen two-active electrons models. The two-active electrons models have been designed to include spin degrees of freedom by a proper choice of symmetry of initial wave functions. In each of the analyzed models we investigated signals of different spin ionization channels. It is currently not possible to experimentally resolve these channels, but as our results show they have effects on (i) absolute values of double ionization (normalized to single ionization yield, for example) and (ii) of knee slope position.
Electronic correlations can affect double ionization because of Coulomb interactions and spin configurations. The former is partially responsible for the shift of the double ionization knee slope to lower fields. The latter defines peculiarities of each ionization channel yields dependencies on field amplitude and, thus, total double ionization yield.
Comparison of the different cases shows that double ionization in the case of a correlated three-electron system can not, in principle, be properly represented by a set of two-electron subsystems. This results in a considerable limitation of precision and applicability of any twoelectron model used for simulating three-and presumably other multi-electron atoms double ionization. Moreover, a certain distinguishability of electrons in three-electron atom leads to difference in the shapes of ionization curves for different ionization channels that can be used to differentiate between them. This is in contrast to the situation in the two-electron atom case, where these differences can not be resolved.
From our analysis it follows that two-electron antisymmetric model is in better qualitative agreement with double ionization of correlated three-electron atoms than the symmetric one. Curiously, antisymmetric model shares a property with the celebrated Rochester model [56] : both prevent simultaneous escape of electrons, however, due to different reasons. In the first case, the simultaneous double ionization suppression is caused by the wave function symmetry (spin) depleting the area around r 1 = r 2 , while in the second case it is the overestimated Coulomb repulsion between electrons that restricts electrons from approaching each other when they are away from nucleus.
Despite application of restricted dimensionality onedimensional models in this work, the results obtained can be generalized to real three-dimensional atoms. The spin structure remains the same, so that the qualitative effects discussed here should be independent of space dimensions. Quantitatively, the relative importance of Coulomb interaction effects can be reduced in higher space dimensions.
Our observations extend previous studies of triple ionization [37, 38] and show that electron correlations can have significant effects on double ionization as well.
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